WALKABOUT AWARD

WALKABOUT AWARD

Use the Hiking Record pages
in this book to count how many
kilometres you have hiked. At
different distances of 10, 50,
100, 150, 200, 300, 400 or 500
kilometres, you can be awarded this badge. You may also earn the
Walkabout Award through other methods, i.e. canoeing, bike riding, etc.
Scouts are encouraged to go on various adventures, through different
methods. They can all count towards the achievement of this Award.
Troop Councils should consider the appropriate conversion rates
for alternate methods i.e. a Scout would need to bike ride further to
achieve the same number of hiked kilometers.
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Use the Camping Record pages in this book
to count how many nights you have spent
under canvas. This Award can be earnt at 10,
25, 50, 75, and 100 nights under canvas. It
is required that these nights be spend under
canvas or under the stars. Any indoor camps, or non-scouting camps do
not count towards achieving this Award.
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Note:
For the two badges the tally is ongoing and records should be passed
through each Section so it continues on and isn’t started again
Only one badge is to be worn at any time. Once a new badge has
been earnt it replaces the previous badge. The highest achievable
badge is 100 Nights for the Camper Award and 200 Kilometres for
the Walkabout Award. An individual will not be allowed to have two
badges that represent a higher tally. (For example you cannot wear a
100 Nights badge and a 25 Nights badge to represent 125 nights.)
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This badge is to be worn above the pocket.
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